Up to now, the particle correlations in the multiparticle production phenomena are studied mainly by various cluster models which have two step mechanisms, the pro: duction and the subsequent decay of clusters.u However, in these models some kinematical constraints such as energy-momentum conservation or charge conservation have not been explicitly taken into account.
In this paper, we discuss the role of these kinematical constraints on particle correlations in a simple, independentparticle-emission model and comment on the structure of clusters.
Model: -We analyze the reaction p+p ---+N+N+mc at 205GeV/c where n is the total number of produced pions. The distribution of n is assumed to be Poisson's one with (n)=10.02, since the average charged multiplicity for this reaction is 7.68±0.07. 21 We consider the production mechanism based on the multiperipheral-like diagram as shown in Fig. 1 so that the charge conservation at each vertex point are taken into account. The double charge (or exotic meson) exchange mechanisms are assumed to be suppressed. Further, the situation of final pions and nucleons in one event is nn: given independently with each other under the following conditions by Monte Carlo method. Of course, the energy-momentum and the charge are conserved as a whole and each event is generated so as to satisfy the charge independence on the average. ii) The transverse momentum (p _1_) of pion (nucleon) is generated according to e-8 P-"-2 (e-7 PL') distribution, which leads to (p _1_) =0.313 GeV /c ((pj_)=0.335 GeV/c).
iii) The azimuthal angle (r/J) of pion and nucleon is given uniformly from 0 to 2n:. iv) The rapidities of nucleons are determined so that the energy-momentum is conserved.
The weight of each event for different n is given by the above-mentioned Poisson distribution. Here, we take the maximum value of n to be 22. Results and Discussions: -The calculated results are following: a) The charged multiplicity distribution of the cross section is shown in Fig. 2 and a qualitative agreement with data is seen except for small multiplicity-reactions which contain the contribution from the diffractive figure, the calculated results are agree with experimental data for the region r>l but in the region r<1, the calculated results are small compared with the data for both re+re-and re-re-pairs.
In summary, the kinematical constraints studied here play the important role on particle correlations as shown in Figs. 3  and 4 . The corresponding data 4 l to Fig. 3 show short-range correlations even for negative-negative pairs. We think that this discrepancy between the calculated results and data in Figs. 3 and 4 may be removed by the production of clusters. Then, in order to explain the experimental data the mass of cluster would be greater than w-meson 5 l and the multiplicity of produced pions from In previous papers, D • 2 ) we have shown that the most favorable configuration of the localized neutron system is the [ALS] (alternating-layer-spin) structure owing to the tensor force originating from the re-N Pwave interaction, namely, the (a •17) coupling. This coupling is also responsible for the pion condensation, the subject of current interest studied by many authors. 3 ) The (a·V) coupling is the primary cause of both the 
